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Friends  00:01 

Good morning, we are pleased to be with you again. 

 

Martin  00:17 

Same has been a long time to us. I don't know how the factor of time is experienced from your 

perspective. 

 

Martin  00:34 

But we're very conscious of it as you know. 

 

Martin  00:56 

Would you like us to have questions or shall we wait to see if you have something that you've 

wished to tell us 

 

Friends  01:08 

several things that we wish to discuss excellent inches in the art of a channeling and the 

purposes for this encounter, channeling a process is one of the columns and in a div that you 

will process according to 
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the energies residing within each in dividual. Each in dividual, as their afore will have a 

different desires and a different purposes and will thereby automatically draw a to them and 

that which is residing in what you call the physical body and tracting then the energies of from 

what you call the other aside and and this is a very difficult or to explain it, because of the 

many, many factors in evolved with the total energy and the physical and the mental and the 

emotions, because you have many energies coming to gather her to manifest, what you 

receive as the physical entity. The this then, is determined by effectors that occurred in your 

perception of the past and the accumulated energies. These energies are in one sense in the 

dependent energy energies residing on the side of reality that you do not pre see them. And 

they are joining to a gather when the spark as you would say, of life, it joins together in an 

entity and these energies then interplay with each other. And as they interplay with each other, 

then the the consciousness the creative this then it began there then is an accumulation of the 

energies and the energies the there will be in many cases a predominance of the energy that 

is a manifesting through an in Dave that you will, you would say they would be attracted to 



certain areas and certain functions in life and attell the individual reaches an age of what you 

call reason, where they then can determine what will what they wish to attract a to them prior 

to this it is done on a on an automatic process and also influenced by the environment then 

when an energy reaches the point of recognition, then they can began the controlling a 

process and thereby determine what types of energies and what a manifestation will operate 

through their energy system. They have already accumulated energies and the these energies 

and then must be re a channel that they must be your term is it to a clear to change the 

energies. Now, if you would see these huge lies and energy in your physical manifestation and 

then you would visualize and the invisible forces attached to the individual you would see then, 

it attachments you could visualize feel field something like a lectricity are this is difficult to 

because we wish to not confuse you, but you must then visualize and say strings are 

attachments to an in the visual 
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and these aren't there they are invisible to the physical eye and these attachments then links 

link how and are attached, you could say to this is very difficult to explain, because we are 

speaking out in a tangibles though, so, we would say that the strings the energy flowing to the 

individual then would be many many and they would be attached to you could visualize say a 

source of energy just for the sake of illustration. And you put a date you realize that there are a 

large pockets of energies associated places place somewhere in the space and that these are 

large bodies of energies and I have are of a vibration that when this particular energy inner 

reacts with the physical body, there then is a manifestation of a quality or a character that then 

you place a name on us such as emotions, character love and hate. So, we would say that if 

you visualize that there's a very large deposits of various types of energies. And that the 

human being then has these in visible attachments to these energy pockets. out as the in the 

visual as we said through processes of known or unknown Known variety, then as the flow of 

energies from these various pockets, then are you could say, projected in to the individual as 

the individual then be at reacts on their level of their reality and they then knowing or 

unknowingly, will a pool of from these various energy pocket energies that will then mingle with 

their a total energy. And then, so, one could become attached or focus on a particular energy 

and then the flow of the one energy a pocket that would could become a very predominant in 

other words, it could be a link and feel the energy almost completely, and then the individual 

would be reacting, I want at the end is one source of energy. Now, if now, there are many, 

many, many types of this energies, and you have given these energies names, when one 

becomes attached to this pocket of energy that we would say produced as a result, it's in a 

reaction on the physical plane would approved it produce what you call the love, use this 

example, then, this in digital then would be acting as the day became attached and focused 

more and more on this particular energy, it could become totally saturated with this, this energy 

this is not always a good thing, the cause of the individual and then would find that the flow of 



attachments to all of the other energy, so, that is the manifestation on the earth plane that is 

needed for this a total manifestation would become 
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would occur there and in balance of these. So, one then can be a calm the victim, I would say 

because of this one a source of being over flowing with the this one a source of energy and 

this would it could be done with with any of your manifestations of qualities and emotions and 

mental processes. They energy that wishes to become a channel then must first look within 

their own energy system and become aware of exactly what a sources of energies and that is 

a flowing through their system with the predominance with what ever if one is a to a religious 

we would say if one is tapped in to the religion, especially of a particular a dogma, then you 

see the in balance of energy within that individual would hinder would prohibit, then the other 

energies all of the energies within the universe all that man is seeks to know and understand. 

So a channel who is a very religious so would an accord tap in to that ticular energy and as a 

result of tapping into that, that particular energy would then bring in too much information on 

the on the knowledge of and thoughts of that particular inflammation are on any other 

informations that they chose to seek help as they then it being attached to I would say the 

energies that the produce the pocket of the energy now, that contains the religious matter and 

then the entity through their attachment to that or could enter into the larger a party the religion 

energy, then they really could enter out if you could visualize for the sake of visualization, then 

from that energy pocket, that large energy pocket, there are influences that lead out then to 

other entities on the earth plane who are attached in a predominant way to that energy. So, 

they may have leave their physical body and flow through the attachment to the energy that is 

the religious energy and then Oakwood enter out again from the larger energy in to the the 

attachment that flowed to other in dividuals that they because there would be a unity there they 

could, because of the attraction, then one could intermingle with the religious energy residing 

in a another entity, they would be limited in German into other energy fields within that energy, 

the inner reaction would be on a religious basis, if this were the particular area that they were 

going working 
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through. And then they would find agreement, there would be an inter reaction there. And then 

the inner reaction through this particular energy up could then find itself able to communicate 

with our re experience, all of the thought processes, all of that man's or fight or processes, as 

he has worked in religion, all of the energies, that he has a pro ejected in to the religious 

aspect, then could be available to the channel, that was a working, but the one must realize 

that then that this is what they are doing, they are re experiencing, they are finding a 

confirmations are in their belief system, that is read that has already been revised in the 

physical body, and that which they have come in contact in their physical experience, as they 

enter in through the entity energy and to go to the religious, larger energy body. Then they can 



communicate and find out all of what man's thoughts were and their reasoning and their 

aspects. But you see, then this is just exactly that. That is what the man's conceptions and his 

thoughts and his ideas on what religion is and all then of what man has created in his concepts 

of trying to find out on in the earthly terms. What God is are all of the things that would follow 

into the religious aspect there, this is a true of all of the different functions and qualities of 

those on the earth plane getting back to our subject, then one could be interested in the 

philosophies or one could be interested in the histories of a man. So, when a channel is over in 

a genetic in any area within their physical environment, this ban would be as they entered their 

altered states, the stronger energy would pull them up through of one could say that that 

particular area and that is where then the consciousness or the awareness would find one self 

in that put the body in that energy field. And it would be quite real, it would be an experience, it 

would be exactly what was experienced about however, it would still be limited and this is what 

we wish to explain to you at that all of these influences in to the energies that exist and that are 

attached to the individual, then are real, but exactly as to their reality, when they are entered 

into and then become interpreted by that in the future will a woman wishing to become a 

channel, then I must 
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enter in to their own energy field and find out where their attachments are, where the greater 

amount of energies are automatically leading out the tube, because these energies are being 

fed into the individuals on an automatic basis. Once the individual is attached to a larger 

energy once one of the energies has the predominance of an individual that will then become 

their nature. Their a personality however, you wish, you would see an expression of an 

individual and this would be determined by where their source of energies were coming from. 

And one then, if one can become aware of this, then and bring in a do their energy field a 

balance, a recognition that a man in his physical form is attached to these energies and these 

very energies allow him the manifestation of life on Earth. Then to get them in a balance would 

be what one should do to seek to get the energies in a to have balance. So we will adjust the 

throat area. Please excuse us for one moment. 

 

Friends  24:39 

Thank you. We wish now to continue a channel then can then add a chairman once they again 

understand the different energy fields that they are attached to, can then determine which 

energy fields that they wish to enter and thereby gain the information that they are seeking. 

There are many, many different processes and methods on the earth plane to achieve to clear 

channels and thereby gain entrance is in to these various energy fields. And usually as we 

have said, the entities working with their own guides you see, the guides have become as it 

were our are again other energies that they are attached to, and as then the in entity pre 

determines our sends out the desire for certain areas or certain information that they wish to 

obtain are in areas where they wish to create a certain condition or bring in to physical reality a 



certain thoughts, our desires for manifestations, then, they must realize then, that what So, 

ever that they pre determined will then be what the energies, predominant energy will flow in to 

there being if one is seeks to become a psychic on the earth plane, you call your psychic 

manifestations, then one will become attached then and will be influenced by these energies 

that would then help the individual to thereby acquire and produce this manifestation on earth. 

And many of your teachers have spoken. The we do not wish to use the word dangerous but 

the difficulty and a seeking the manifestation of the psychic abilities and because it is very 

easy at this point for the ego, which is again not the, the energies that we are speaking of there 

are energies the energies that are attached and manifest themselves through the physical 

body and that point of consciousness which is a man then you call the ego or that point of 

consciousness and when is the point of consciousness that is man, it becomes confused and 

identifies itself with the manifestation of the energies of flowing through there again and again 

become great a danger in the entity be the earth entity, the man thinking that it is he and and 

the ego that now has this power and this knowledge rather than recognizing that it is the flow 

of energy from that particular source and is not the manifestation or the creation of the man. It 

is that the man in connecting into that energy then allows that energy to flow through and 

become the predominant energy at that particular time. 
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And this is the difference, because these energies are flowing through a man and man 

identifies and it believes that they are him his self, and they are as they, as the energies 

interplay within the individual. And the man identifies with them, he takes these qualities on 

and they not recognizing that they are not his qualities, they are a flow of energy from, from the 

sources of the various types of energy that has now taken over the predominance of the 

individual and is expressing itself and this could be again associated with what you call your 

mood changes are when individuals go through various states of a deep religious experience 

and then they go through a periods of depression and then they go through periods of 

experiencing worldly experiences of expressing all and getting into what you call the total Earth 

experience and of the various things that one does and enjoys through the fleshly pleasures. 

And then those who then abstain from the earthly, do you see these moods, all of these 

expressions are coming from the sources of energies, that has, that every human being is 

attached to by the very fact that they are in the physical body, and there is then the interplay 

between the expression and the, the predominance of which energy force has the lead at the 

moment which energy force has the, the power, which overcomes the other energies, and is 

expressing itself has control of the entity at that particular time. When a channel then again 

recognize this and bring these energies in to balance and recognize and to do not to deny, that 

that they are attached to these energies, and that these energies are unnatural for the 

manifestation of that which is on the earth plane, and that it is a quite a proper for these 

energies at various times on Enter reacting through the earth plane and through the 

experiences of this for them to be allowed their expression, when then the consciousness So, 



stands back and recognizes and these energies and then there will be then an inter knowing 

and an inter and knowledge between that one point of consciousness that is man and they 

union then of all of these energies that are there before to work with and to gather with the 

consciousness of a man and then is when one begins to understand and it can work with its 

own nature, with the nature's of all of these various energies wishing to express themselves 

having to express themselves because of the very nature of their attachments or to the 

physical body and are the physical bodies attachments to these energies which allow the 

manifestation of earth to take place. As you know it in your realm of consciousness. And then 

the this is what many of those who have said and that one must become a D attached and as 

the 
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channel again detached from these emotions in the fact that they identify them with being one 

could say I am a very loving person and this overflow of attachments to this one area could 

become a deterrent or to the energy if they seek to, to express and become part and recognize 

the whole of that which is a creation or that which is expressed in the physical world and then 

as one then sees or the other entities expressing a certain qualities, then one could recognize 

the energy that had that the predominance of the individual at the time and one should then 

become aware and their understanding of what was taking place that would give them a 

deeper understanding and then be able to accept the various expressions that was a flow that 

are flowing through their brothers and sisters, and then make it easier for the entity to 

understand, when when the earth entity tries to understand the workings of it, when they see 

expressions flowing through other entities that do not make one good, they do not make 

sense, they do not understand why certain entities or do various acts. And then it becomes 

very difficult for them to be able to accept their brothers, because they do not recognize what 

energies are flowing through when one then becomes familiar with that they are attached to 

each energy, every energy that is being expressed every quality that is being expressed by 

one's a brother or a sister, they themselves somewhere within their energy body has an 

attachment to that same energy force, it just does not have a predominance. And one could 

say well this we were to then choose which energy that we wish to become the predominant 

energy that manifests itself through this energy body that this is fine this again, we say is quite 

alright. As long again as one realizes, that they are attached and they choose to tune in and to 

focus in on this particular energy and have this energy feel their fill up their very being and 

express itself through it this is quite alright, as long as one still recognizes that this is what they 

are doing and does not recognize or does not identify with and think that they in themselves 

become pure and holy, because they are at the same time suppressing the attachments to the 

other energies that exist and there would and eventually would become and in a balance within 

their own energy fields, because of the suppression and the of the not recognition. So, you see 

it is very simple as long as one can not identify with these various emotions and qualities, then 

one again allow these various motions and equality qualities to flow and express themselves 



and then there will be then the certain the control the agreement with the consciousness and 

allowing and then under a controlled and method, the expression of the all of the qualities and 

emotions, all that exists within your area of consciousness all that one entity is a aware of then 
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would be within their area of control. A troll. And as one then recognized this, they would, there 

would be an automatic opening of the consciousness. And the consciousness then would, as it 

became aware of it's a total or being and it's total attachments to all of the energies, and that 

all of these energies are functioning to prove to produce the life force. And then one would be 

filled with that a quality of oneness, which would not be in your earth a term of love, it there is 

no word to express that which would be the income Prince be a total this of all the energies in 

agreement and recognition that we there should be then there would be no denying of any 

equality of any equality that is expressed on the earth plane and this is very difficult for a man 

to comprehend, because he sees such things as a death and deterioration of the physical 

bodies in as a negative aspect. And this can only be revealed and understood that and in all of 

the different qualities and the the experiences of man that he has created by the suppression 

of the energies as a sickness, of hunger, all of these have been created by man because of 

the in a balance of the energies are being allowed to flow and express themselves and then 

denying or trying to resist certain qualities and certain energies that are resident in him through 

the attachment. And as he denies their existence and as he suppresses them, then is when 

the difficulties begin to exist within the physical mental of bodies, we feel there is much much 

to say, but we feel that our time is running over so we must close this session we are beg 

you're in adults on intelligence as we seek to find the proper words to express the truth the 

feeling the total pneus and with the understanding that we wish to convey to you to help the 

entities now who are is seeking to become clear channels who are seeking to be come free in 

that sense of the dis harmonies and the the we could say the Battle of the energies within the 

energy field of each individuals. We thank you and we say Good day. Yes. Yeah. 

 

Marie  44:22 

Okay. 
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